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Neuigkeiten zum Satz von Fermat
Während der Schlußredaktion dieses Heftes zirkulierten Fotokopien von Faxen und e-mail-messages: Andrew
Wiles (ein in Princeton arbeitender englischer Mathematiker) hatte am 23. Juni 93 in Garnbridge vorgetragen und ein q.e.d. unter den Satz von Fermat gesetzt. Am 24. Juni berichtete die New York Times auf Seite
1 darüber. Der Artikel erschien nicht nur unglaublich schnell, er scheint mir auch ein herausragendes Beispiel für guten Journalismus zu sein . Ein erfreulicher Beitrag zum nachfolgenden Thema "Mathematik und
Öffen tli chkei t ".
Date: Wed, 23 Jun 93 13:36 BST
From: K.A.RibetSnewton.cam.ac.uk
Tc: nts_localSmath.berkeley.edu
Subject: announcement of Taniyama conjecture
I imagine that many of you have heard rumours about Wiles's
announcement a few hours ago that he can prove Taniyama's conjecture
for sernistable elliptic curves over Q. This case of the Taniyama
conjecture irnplies Fermat's Last Theorem. in view of the result
that I proved a few years ago.
(I proved that the "Frey elliptic
curve" constructed from a possible solution to Permat's equation
cannot be modular, i.e., satisfy Taniyama's Conjecture. On the
other hand, it is easy to see that i t is semistable.)
Here is a brief summary of what Wiles said in his three lectures.
The method of Wiles borrows results and techniques from lots and lots
of people. Tc mention a few: Mazur. Hida, Flach, Kolyvagin, yours
truly, Wiles hirnself (older papers by Wiles), Rubin ... The way he does
it is roughly as follows.
Start with a mod p representation of the
Galois group of Q which is known to be modular. You want to prove that
all its lifts with a certain property are modular. This means that the
canonical map from Mazur's universal deformationring to its "maximal
Hecke algebra" quotient is an isomorphism. Tc prove a map like this is
an isomorphism, you can give some suf!J.cient conditions based on
cornrnutative algebra. Most notably, you have to bound the order of a
cohomology group which looks like a Selmer group for SymA2 of the
representation attached to a modular form. The techniques for doing
this come from Flach; you also have to use Euler systems a la
Kolyvagin, except in some new geometric guise.
If you take an elliptic curve over Q, you can lock at the
representation of Gal on the 3-division points of the curve. If you're
lucky, this will be known to be modular. because of results of Jerry
Tunnell (on base change). Thus, if you're lucky, the problern I
described above can be solved (there are most definitely some
hypotheses to check), and then the curve is modular. Basically, being
lucky means that the irnage of the representation. of Galois on
3-division points is GL(2,Z/3Z).
Suppose that you are unlucky, i.e., that your curve E has a rational
subgroup of order 3. Basically by inspection, you can prove that if i t
has a rational subgroup of order 5 as well, then i t can't be
semistable.
(You lock at the four non-cuspidal rational points of
X_O(lS) .) So you can assume that EA50 is "nice." Then the idea is to
find an E' with the same 5-division structure, for which E'A30 is
modular.
(Then E' is modular, so E'A50 = EA50 is modular.) You
consider the modular curve X which parametrizes elliptic curves whose
5-division . points lock like EA50. This is a "twist" of X(5). It's
therefore of genus 0, and i t has a rational point (namely, E), so it's
a projective line. Over that you lock at the irreducible covering
which corresponds to some desired 3-division structure. You use
Hilbert irreducibility and the Cebotarev density theorem (in some way
that hasn't yet sunk in) to produce a non-cuspidal rational point of X
over which the covering remains irreducible. You take E' to be the
curve corresponding to this chosen rational point of X.
- -ken ribet
From DASNET levySmath.berkeley.edu
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At Last, Shout of 'Eureka!'
In Age-Old Math Mystery
by Gina Kolata
More than 350 years ago, a French mathematician
wrote a deceptively simple theorem in the margins of a
book, adding that he had discovered a marvelous proof
of it but lacked space to include it in the margin. He died
without ever offering his proof, and mathematicians have
been trying ever since to supply it.
Now, after thousands of claims of success that proved
untrue, mathematicians say the daunting challenge, perhaps the most famous of unsolved mathematical problems, has at last been surmounted.
The problern is Fermat's last theorem, and its apparent conqueror is Dr. Andrew Wiles, a 40-year-old English
mathematician who works at Princeton University. Dr.
Wiles announced the result yesterday at the last of three
lectures given over three days at Garnbridge U niversity in
England.
Within a few minutes of the conclusion of his final
lecture, computer mail messages were winging around
the world as mathematicians alerted each other to the
startling and almost wholly unexpected results.
Dr. Leonard Adelman of the University of Southern
Galifornia said he received a message about an hour after
Dr. Wile's announcement. The frenzy is justified, he said.
"It's the most exciting thing that 's happened in - geez
- maybe ever, in mathematics ."

Impossible Is Passihle
Mathematicians present at the lecture said they felt "an
elation." said Dr. Kenneth Ribet of the University of Galifornia at Berkeley, in a telephone interview from Garnbridge.
The theorem, an averarehing statement about what
solutions are possible for certain simple equations, was
stated in 1637 by Pierre de Fermat, a 17th-century
French mathematician and physicist. Many of the brightest minds in mathematics have struggled to find the proof
ever since, and many have concluded that Fermat, contrary to his tantalizing claim, had probably failed to develop one despite his considerable mathematical ability.
With Dr. Wiles' result, Dr. Ribet said, "the mathematicallandscape has changed ." He explained: "You discover that things that seemed completely impossible are
more of a reality. This changes the way you approach
problems, what you thing is possible."
Dr. Barry Mazur, a Harvard University mathematician, also reached by telephone in Gambriq.ge, said: "A
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lot more is proved than Fermat's last theorem. One could
envision a proof of a problem, no matter how celebrated,
that had no implications. But this is just the reverse. This
is the emergence of a technique that is visibly powerful.
It's going to prove a lot more."

Remernher Pythagoras?
Fermat's last theorem has to do with equations of the
form xn + yn = zn. The case where n is 2 is familiar as
the Pythagorean theorem, which says that the squares of
the lengths of two sides of a right-angled triangle equal the
square of the length of the hypotenuse. One such equation
is 32 + 4 2 = 52 , since 9 + 16 = 25.
Fermat's last theorem states that there are no solutions to such equations when n is a whole nurober greater
than 2. This means, for instance, that it would be impossible to find any whole numbers x, y and z such that
x 3 + y 3 = z 3 . Thus 33 + 43 (27 + 64) = 91, which is not
the cube of any whole number.
Mathematicians in the United States said that t he
stature of Dr. Wiles and the imprimatur of the expert s
who heard his lectures, especially Dr. Ribet and Dr.
Mazur, convinced them that the new proof was very likely
to be right . In addition, they said, the logic of the proof
is persuasive because it is built on a carefully developed
edifice of mathematics that goes back more than 30 years
and is widely accepted.
Experts cautioned that Dr. Wiles could, of course,
have made some subtle misstep. Dr. Harold M. Edwards,
a mathematician at the Gourant Institute of Mathemat ical Seiences in New York, said that until the proof was
published in a mathematical journal, which could take a
year, and until it is checked many times, there is always
a chance it is wrong. The author of a book on Fermat's
last theorem, Dr. Edwards noted that "even good mathematicians have had false proofs."
But even he said that Dr. Wiles's proof sounded like
the real thing and "has to be taken very seriously."
Despite the apparent simplicity of the theorem, proving it was so hard that in 1815 and in again 1860, the
French Academy of Seiences offered a gold medal and
300 francs to anyone who could solve it. In 1908, the
German Academy of Seiences offered a prize of 100,000
marks for a proofthat the theorem was correct. The prize,
which still stands but has been reduced to 7,500 marks,
about $4,400, has attracted the worlds "cranks," Dr . Edwards said. When the G ermans said the proof hat to be
published, "the cranks b egan publishing their solutions in
the vanity press," he said, yielding thousands of booklets.
The Germans told him they would even award the prize
for a proofthat the theorem was not true, Dr. Edwards
added, saying that they "would b e so overjoyed t hat they
wouldn't have to read through these submissions."
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But it was not just amateurs whose imagination was
captured by the enigma. Famous mathematicians, too,
spent years on it. Others avoided it for fear of being
sucked into a quagmire. One mathematical genius, David
Hilbert, said in 1920 that he would not work on it because "before beginning I should put in three years of
intensive study, and I haven't that much time to spend
on a probable failure."
Mathematicians armed with computers have shown
that Fermat's theorem holds true up to very high numbers. But that falls weil short of a general proof.

Tortuous Path to Proof
Dr. Ribet said, that 20th-century work on the problern
had begun to grow ever more divorced from Fermat's
equations . "Over the last 60 years, people in nurober theory have forged an incredible nurober of tools to deal with
simple problems like this," he said. Eventually, "people
lost day-to-day contact with the old problems and were
preoccupied with the objects they created," he said .
Dr. Wiles's proof draws on many of these mathematical tools but also "completes a chain of ideas," said Dr .
Nicholas Katz of Princeton University. The work leading
to the proof began in 1954, when the late Japanese mathematician Yutaka Taniyama made a conjecture about
mathematical objects called elliptic curves. That conjecture was refined by Dr. Goro Shimura of Princeton University a few years later. But for decades, Dr. Katz said,
mathematicians had no idea that this had any relationship to Fermat's last theorem. "They seemed to be on
different planets,'' he said .
In the mid-80's, Dr. Gerhard Frey of the University of
the Saarland in Germany "came up with a very strange,
very simple connection between the Taniyama conjecture
and Fermat's last theorem," Dr . Katz said. "It gave a sort
of rough idea that if you knew Taniyama's conjecture you
would in fact know Fermat's last theorem," he explained.
In 1987, Dr. Ribet proved the connection. Now, Dr. Wiles
has shown that a form of the Taniyama conjecture is true
and that this implies that Fermat's last theorem must be
true.
"One of the things that's most remarkable about the
fact that Fermat 's last theorem is proven is the incredibly
roundabout path that led to it," Dr. Katz said.

Arcane to the Arcane
Another remarkable aspect is that such a seemingly simple problern would require such sophisticated and highly

specialized mathematics for its proof. Dr. Ribet estimated
that a tenth of one percent of mathematicians could understand Dr. Wiles's work because the mathematics is so
technical. "You have to know a lot about modular forms
and algebraic geometry," he said. "You have to have followed the subject very closely."
The general idea behind Dr. Wiles's proof was to associate an elliptic curve, which is a mathematical object
that looks something like the surface of a doughnut, with
an equation of Fermat's theorem . If the theorem were
false and there were indeed solutions to the Fermat equations, a peculiar curve would result . The proof hinged on
showing that such a curve could not exist .
Dr. Wiles, who has told colleguages that he is reluctant to speak to the press, could not be reached yesterday,
Dr. Ribet, who described Dr. Wiles as shy, said he had
been asked to speak for him.
Dr . Ribet said it took Dr. Wiles seven years to solve
the problem . He had a solution for a special case of the
conjecture two years ago, Dr. Ribet said, but told no one.
"lt didn't give him enough and he feit very discouraged
by it," he said.
Dr . Wiles presented his results this week at a small
conference in Cambridge, England, his birthplace, on "Padic Galois Representations, lwasawa Theory and the
Tamagawa Numbers of Motives." He gave a lecture a day
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday with the title "Modular Forms, Elliptic Curves and Galois Representations."
There was no hint in the title that Fermat's last theorem
would be discussed, Dr. Ribet said.
"As Wiles began his lectures, there was more and
more speculation about what it was going tobe," Dr . Ribet said. The audience of specialists in these arcane fields
swelled from about 40 on the first day to 60 yesterday. Finally, at the end of his third lecture Dr. Wiles concluded
that he had proved a general case of the Taniyama conjecture. Then, seemingly as an afterthought, he noted that
that meant that Fermat's last theorem was true. Q.E .D .
People raised their cameras and snapped pictures of
this historic moment, Dr. Ribet said. Then "there was a
warm round of applause , followed by a couple of questions
and another warm round of applause," he added.
"I had to give the next lecture," Dr. Ribet said . "lt
was something incredibly mundane." Since mathematicians are "a pretty weil behaved bunch," they listened
politely. But, he said, it was hard to concentrate. "Most
people in the room, including me, were incredibly shellshocked," he said.

"Der Spiegel" erklärte seinen Lesern den Satz von Ferrnat arn 28. Juni 93 so:
" ... Die Gleichung xn + yn = zn, notierte der Richter am Toulouser Parlament, habe, wenn :z:, y und z
ganze Zahlen ungleich null sind, für ganzahlige Exponenten größer als 2 keine Lösung.
Wenn die Hochzahl 2 ist, gibt es beliebig viele Lösungen. Generationen von Schülern kennen diesen Fall als
den Lehrsatz des Pythagoras, wonach die Quadrate über

den Seiten eines rechtwinkligen Dreiecks sich immer schön
addieren: a 2 + b2 = c2 . Bei 32 + 42 = 52 beispielsweise
geht die Gleichung auf, denn 9 + 16 sind 25.
Wird er Exponent größer, geht die Sache- wie Fermat weissagte - schief. 33 + 43 sind 91, und eben nicht
53 (125) .... "

-gee-
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·fro•:

K.C.Rubin~newton.ca•.ac.uk

'Newsgroups: aath.announce

·subject: sketch of feraat
·oate: 24 Jun l99J 09:19:10 -0400
Organization: The Ohio Stete University, Dep8rtaent of Hathe•atics
·unes: lOJ
·sender: dae.an~•ath.ohio-state.edu
Hessage-ID: <.Oo8rAP-00005sC~newton.newton.ca•.ac . uk>
NNTP-Posting-Host: aathserv.~s.ohio-state.edu
Several people h8ve asked for .are details about Andrew's proof.
Here is a lengthy sketch. Enjoy.
Karl

Theore•. If E is a seaistable elliptic curve defined over Q,
then E is •odul8r.
It has been known for soae ti•e, by work of frey and Ribet, that
feraat follows fro• this. If u"q + v"q + w"q = 0, then frey had
the idea of looking at the (se•istable) elliptic curve
y"2 = x(x-a"q)(x+b"q). If this elliptic curve co•es froa a •odular
for•, then the work of Ribet on Serre's conjecture shows that there
would have to exist a •odular fora of weight 2 on Ga..a_0(2). But
there are no such foras.
To prove the Theore•, start with an elliptic curve E, a priae p and let

It was proved by Tunnel! that rho_J is .adul8r for every elliptic
curve. This is because PGL 2(Z/JZ)
5_4. So (a) will be satisfied
if we take p:J. This is crÜcia1.
Wiles uses (e) to prove (b) under soae restrictions on rho_p. Using
(e) end soae co..utative algebra (using the fact that T is Gorenstein,
'basic811y due to Hazur') Wiles reduces the stete.ent T = R to
checking an inequ81ity between the sizes of 2 groups. One of these
is releted to the Se!aer group of the sy...tric sqaure of the given
.aduler 1ifting of rho_p, 8nd the other is re18ted (by work of Hide)
to an L-value. The required inequality, which everyone presu.es is
an instance of the Bloch-Kato conjecture, i• what Wi!es needs to verify.
He does this using 8 Kolyvagin-type Euler syste• 8rgu.ent. This is
the .ast technice11y difficult part of the proof, and is responsible
for •ost of the 1ength of the aanuscript. He uses .adular
units to construct what he ca11s a 'geoaetric Euler syste•' of
coho•ology classes. The Inspiration for his construction co.as
fro• work of flach, who ca•e up with wh8t is essentia11y the
'botto• 1evel' of this Euler systea. But Wiles needed to go •uch
farther than flach did. In the end, _under_certain_hypotheses_ on rho_p
he gets 8 warkable Euler syste• and proves the desired inequality .
A.ong other things, it is necessary that rho_p is irreducible.
Suppose now that E is seaistable.
Case 1. rho J is irreducible.
Take p=J . By Tunne11's theorea (a) above is true. Under these
hypotheses the argu•ent above works for rho_J, so we conclude
that E is aodular.

rho_p : Gal(Q"bar/Q) -> GL_2(Z/pZ)
be the representation giving the action of Galois on the p-torsion
E(p]. We wish to show that a _certain_ 11ft of this representation
to GL_2(Z_p) (naaely, the p-adic representation on the Tate •odule
T_p(E)) is attached to a aodular fora. We will do this by using
Hazur's theory of deformations, to show that _every_ lifting which
'1ooks •odular' in a certain precise sense is attached to a •odular for•.
fix certain 'lifting data', such as the a11owed raaification,
specified 1oc81 beh8vior 8t p, etc. for the 11ft. This defines 8
1ifting problea, 8nd H8zur proves that there is 8 universal
1ift, i.e . a 1oca1 ring R 8nd a representation into GL_2(R) such
that every 1ift of the appropriate type factors through this one.
Now suppose that rho_p is modular, i.e. there is _some_ 11ft
of rho_p which is attached to a aodular form . Then there is
also a hecke ringT, which is the maxiaal quotient of R with the
property that al1 _aodular_ 1ifts factor through T. It is a
conjecture of Hazur that R = T, and it would follow froa this
that _every_ 11ft of rho_p which '1ooks aodular' (in particular the
one we are interested in) is attached to a aodular form.
Thus we need to know 2 things:
(a) rho_p is modular
(b) R = T.

Case 2. rho J is reducible.
Take p:5. I~ this case rho_5 aust be irreducible, or eise E
would correspond to a rational point on X_O(l5). But X_0 (15)
has only 4 noncuspida1 rational points, and these correspond to
non-semistable curves.
If we knew that rho 5 were •odular,
then the computation above ;ould apply and E ;ould be •odular.
We will find a new semistable elliptic curve E' such that
rho_{E,5} = rho_{E',5} and rho_{E',J} is irreducible. Then
by Case I, E' is modular. Therefore rho_{E,5} = rho_{E' ,5}
does have e aodular lifting end we will be done.
We need to construct such an E' . Let X denote the •odular
curve whose points correspond to pairs (A, C) where A is an
elliptic curve end C is 8 subgroup of A isoaorphic to the group
scheme E[5] . (All such curves will have mod-5 representation
equal to rho_E.) This Xisgenus 0, and has one rational point
corresponding to E, so it has infinitely many. Now Wiles uses a
Hilbart Irreducibility argument to show that not all rat i onal
points can be images of rational poi nts on modular curves
covering X, corresponding to degenerste level J structure
(i.e . im(rho J) not GL 2(Z/J)). In other words, an E' of the
type we need-exists. (To aake sure E' is semistable, choose
it 5-adically close to E. Then it is semistable at 5 , and at
other priaes bec8use rho_{E',5} = rho_{E,5} . )

======================================================================

Mathematik und Öffentlichkeit
Jeder Mathematiker wird immer wieder vor die Frage gestellt, wie er seine Arbeit jemandem erklären soll, der
dieses Fach nicht ausgiebig gelernt hat. Das ist sehr schwierig und einer der Gründe, warum in Zeitungen so
selten etwas von Mathematik zu lesen ist. Eine der erfreulichen Ausnahmen machte das FAZ Magazin in seiner
Ausgabe vom 14. Mai 1993. Es veröffentlichte einen 7 Seiten langen Artikel von Herbert Bieber mit dem
Titel "Leben zwischen Apfelmännchen und Schmetterling: Heinz-Otto Peitgen ordnet die Welt" .
Einige Abschnitte mit Aussagen zur Mathematik sollen hier zitiert werden:

". . . Der Professor rührt amüsiert in seiner Kaffeetasse. Er, der außer der Harley noch eine englische Limousine besitzt, mit Frau und zwei hübschen
Töchtern ein elegantes Haus in einem parkähnlichen
Garten bewohnt, moderne Musik liebt und seit Jahren erfolgreich Konzerte organisiert, ist erhaben über
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den Vorwurf der Weltferne. Unzutreffend wäre aber
auch die Vermutung, daß hier ein kühler Rechner in
seinem voluminösen Bürostuhl wippt und sein mathematisches Talent nur darauf verwendet, abstrakte
Zahlen und harte Mark zu verbinden. Heinz-Otto
Peitgen ist in erster Linie Wissenschaftler. Vom Gros
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